The Christmas Tree has been used for thousands of years at winter to remind users of the spring to come. The star we put on top represents the birth of Christ.

Trees are used as symbols of growth, liberation, and fertility. In folk law, are said to be the home of spirits. Below are examples of popular trees and what they represent.

The tree of life symbolises individual beauty, personal development and uniqueness. Like the branches of a tree, we are continuously growing and reaching upwards.

The Christmas Tree has been used for thousands of years at winter to remind users of the spring to come. The star we put on top represents the birth of Christ.

Willow trees symbolise adaptability, strength, and balance. When tilted forward/weeping, it can also represent sadness and sorrow.
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Trees in Symbolism

- Cherry blossom - Love, Romance, Spring
- Mistletoe - Romance
- Palm Tree - Peace & Tranquility
- Holly Tree - Death and Rebirth
- Oak Tree - Power and Strength
- Apple Tree: Love, Youth, Happiness

- Bodhi Tree - Buddism
- Fern tree - Eternal Youth
- Alder Tree - Durability, Determination, Protection
- Poplar Tree - Grounding and Security
- Pear Tree: Abundance & Longevity
- Cedar Tree - Protection
- Bodhi Tree - Buddism
- Holly Tree - Death and Rebirth
- Oak Tree - Power and Strength
- Apple Tree: Love, Youth, Happiness